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Panoply panorama panpipe pansy aha pansexual: knowing no boundaries of sex or gender, 
sound interesting? Then join Sally on Sundays at noon for out of the pan. All those gender 
questions making you think too hard? Whether it's transgender bisexual polyamorous or beyond 
will throw those questions into the pan and cook up the answers for you. So go on push that 
gender envelope. Only on 3 CR 855 am digital and 3 CR dot org Dot au. 
 
3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3 CR dot org dot a u and 3 CR on demand Out of the Pan with Sally 
first broadcasting noon through one every Sunday afternoon. Thanks for your company. 3 CR 
proudly broadcasts from the lands of the Kulin Nations at the overlap of the Wurundjeri and 
Bunnerong peoples. And we pay respects to elders past and present. Hello to any Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people tuning in and acknowledge that all the lands were stolen and 
never ceded. I'm Sally Goldner. I use the pronouns she and her and this is Out of the Pan or 
show covering pansexual issues knowing no boundaries of sex or gender and today there's 
going to be some music which is pan music because will be knowing no, boundaries of sex, 
gender or genre, as well. 
 
Lots of ways to get in touch with the program. The you can do that by emailing outofthepan855, 
at gmail.com, you can SMS six, one, four, five, six, seven, five 1215. You can tweet, Instagram 
and mastodon at salgoldsaidso and that's the bottom line. And look for posts on Facebook, on 
my page, Sally Goldner AM and Out of the Pan 3 CR 855 AM Melbourne, remember any 
opinions expressed on the program are my own and not those ofany organization with which I 
am or have been associated. Lots of things going on in the queer community today. We'll have 
a look at how the Netherlands which often is a leader on queer thinking and human rights has 
done some good work on by issues, which is well needed. And also we will catch up on all the 
news of the week. But what I wanted to start off with today is that the Australian human rights 
awards are open for nominations at the moment in all categories, in a whole range of categories 
as per the Facebook and social media posts. And I was just it, got I have to give credit where it 
is due. No play …Plagiarizing or plagiarizing. You can email message in and tell me about that 
as well. If you like this train human rights, awards are open and I was just thanks to Kayleen one 
of our awesome listeners. Remember 3 CR, only has awesome listeners, not regular listeners, 
she made the suggestion to me during the week, who would you nominate? Whether it's queer, 
which is a focus of this program or more broadly for an Australian human rights medal. 
 
Remember we are talking so called Australia here, there's and want to say human rights medal. 
There are five categories of these Awards. There is the human rights medal. There's a law 
reward, there's a media and creative Industries award. There's a community award and a young 
people's award. So these are all categories. So I'd be interested to hear your thoughts, who 
might it be? Could it be someone like, declaring my interest as a Committee Member of just 
 
Equal Australia. And the following person is an advisor to just equal Australian Alastair Lori, who 
writes a great, human rights and law blog at alasdair lore'l, a wri e.com there. Isn't that was a 
total brainstorm coffee has kicked in thank heavens for that media and creative Industries. Well 
declaring all possible bias immediate reward for pics funny one of the new programs and that 
focuses on quiz on. 
 
Seattle, rainbows don't Fade with age. Now, these are the, these are the sort of possibilities. It's 
these sorts of things that are sort of, you know, don't often get recognized in these ways. So, 
there's all sorts of possibilities. Really love to hear people's thoughts about this and what sort of 



ideas you might have. So there's lots of good work and I mean in a way I is it you know, is it an 
argument to say 
 
Hey people like Grace time and Brittany Higgins have had you know in a way fought for human 
rights because they're fighting for the rights of women through the work that they do all the 
stories that they tell those sorts of things. So be could be a little well, creative to use the word, 
the word. And one of the titles of these Awards and see what you think. Lots of good people 
doing, lots of amazing stuff and that's always a good thing. So, yeah, love to have your 
 
What's some people? Remember once, someone said or do we need queer Community Awards 
and someone said, no, because, you know, that it doesn't favor. It means some people miss 
out. I'm not sure about that. It's, you know, you don't set out if you truly care about Community 
to get Awards. You set out to do it because, you know, you care, but it can be challenging work, 
been there, done that got a few, emotional scars or something and 
 
From my point of view, the thing is that comes up is that, you know, it is important to recognize 
people, you know, it's nice to get recognition, you know, you don't set out for it, but that sort of 
all the more reason to enjoy it when you get it. And when you are doing work, that is sometimes 
challenging and thankless and often volunteer based as well, it can be really, really difficult. 
 
To keep going and award can be a great booster to yourself to just sort of get, keep it, keep it 
Rolling Along, keep breaking, new boundaries, all those sorts of things. So really important that 
we give people that recognition and terms of what they do. Let's have some music while you 
ponder that some think music do do do then, it don't do no, not that sort of music. Keep 
 
Being the pan genre theme going, we opened up with some laid-back, music from John 
Schumann from his album etched in blue and although the track was called Thunder Across 
The Reef, which was dedicated to out of the blue diving deep for marine use, or staying on the 
surface. This time talking about wind farms and birds and I, this is what I love about 3 CR that 
there's an angle that you probably don't get to hear about in a lot of other debate. And yet, 
here's the James fan, out of the out of the blue on to it as they always are. And that was a great. 
 
From John Schumann's, first solo album in 1987 etched in blue. Definitely our 14 out of the blue 
and well that was all sort of cool. I do laid-back sort of rock, whatever you from a variety of very 
varied. Album is someone who can probably fit a little more in the blue. Genre, one of my 
favorites, and this is Diana Wolfe in the Wolfe gang from their what's Cookin album of 2005. 
 
I've doing a cover of a song by Eric Bibb, it's called too much stuff. We can all end up with that 
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Councils around the country will put on just disability Day events and quite a few of them will not 
include people of color first Nations people and black people. So I think it's pretty cool. That 
everyone you'll hear on air today will be a person of color and the majority of them will be 
people with disabilities as well. I think, when you have to preparing for the show and for this day, 
we wanted to talk about how we could explain the concept of power from the margins. 
 
And why it is that we've chosen to focus on black people indigenous people and people of color 
and I think you know in one word it's intersectionality it's the fact that people experience forms of 
Oppression different forms of Oppression of the same time and most people don't realize that 



you can't have racial Justice without disability Justice and vice versa. We need to keep radical 
voices on air. 
 
Subscribe now go to 3 CR dot org dot a you forward slash subscribe or call the Station on 94 
1983. 77 
 
Wait a sec is the symptom of the problem. What we're seeing is obscenely. Well remunerated 
Vice chancellors. It's appalling. How badly universities have been treating their casual workers. I 
want to pretend that they can continue on with business as usual will come rides. We're here to 
say, no you're listening to radical radio on 3, CR 855 on your a.m. dial 3, CR, digital, and 
podcasting and streaming on 3, CR, do 
 
Org, you 
 
3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org dot a. You 3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally 
first broadcasting known through one every Sunday afternoon. Thanks for your company and 
you heard prior to the two, very important messages showing areas of the community, who are 
trying to battle for equality, equity and Justice. You heard from the 
 
Wolfgang. And a cover of a track written by by Eric Bib and Dave bronze called too much stuff. 
From The Fabulous album from 2005, the Wolf Gang live at Saint Andrews. Now, you're Cookin 
and so to speak on out of the pan and that the album was called what's Cookin and totally 
subconsciously honest. And for true, I realized as I was, of course, listen to that track. There 
was a wonderful harmonica sort of solo by the 
 
Now, sadly like great Broderick Smith and that seems like a good totally uh non-Australian for 
True unplanned segue that following out of the pan. 1:00 is freedom of species, talking all 
things, animal advocacy, and you don't get rid of me that easily. Today at 2:00, I'll be hosting 
rotations with my tribute to Broderick Smith. John wait, did one back in? May I think it was May 
the 12th from memory, which you can check out on three. See ours website. But he was just 
such an amazing amazing. Singer/songwriter, harmonica. 
 
Player musician. And I never got to really meet him, but when I want you, I want you showing so 
great gig or something, but he just seemed like the Loveless bloke out, and I'm sure he was and 
gave so much to Australian music. And so, another tribute today, to the great Broderick Smith, 
one of Australia's great singer songwriters and after much thought I decided I wouldn't play any 
of the songs that John played. I don't have the stories he played, it's just going to 
 
Packed with broad Smith and dingoes music. Yes trillion might and all tracks on the show today 
are as strong in as well. So there's a hint for the next three if we get through them all. However, 
we'll do some news from overseas as the message at the start of the show. The introduction 
always says whether it's transgender bisexual polyamorous or Beyond. Well, the be doesn't 
sometimes get enough mention bisexual, Erasure has always been a big issue and wanted to 
cover this story. 
 
Um, a few weeks ago now, but worth mentioning. And that was on a press release from by plus 
needle and the first-ever Parliamentary letter on by plus the quality. And so, as per bye-bye, 
plus nettle and and you'll get the output, the link to this, into the podcast, as well. But if you put 
search for by plus .n L, you should be able to find this. It says on the 28th of June 20 23 
stonewalled. A the house of 
 



Dips received a letter from Minister did graph about the equality of by plus people. It is the first 
time that this group of about 1 million people who are attracted to more than one gender has 
received this kind of political attention in the Netherlands and it's a first and there's emphatic 
and extensive specific attention to the quality of Phi plus people. And the minister is the Minister 
of Education culture and Science. And and he 
 
He looks at some of the studies he says that by quality the by plus needle and say that this is on 
the map highlights of the letter include the enormous political recognition of the problems by 
plus people face. It's become the common term replacing, the less inclusive and narrower term 
bisexuality, not just expand on that. Now someone who is Pan might not necessarily be think of 
themselves as by someone who's Omni and then there's all these new terms and that's great. 
 
So I think that's a good reason to use it. The letter describes by plus as an umbrella term under 
which several terms can fall such as bisexual panel, non monosexual. There is an 
understanding of by plus fees versus monosexual and bond a sexually attracted to one gender 
mono. So if you only listen to this from one channel one of your speakers isn't working it's mono 
and that straight but straight slash heterosexual gay and lesbian and acknowledges. A few 
things to go. 
 
Go on that Society expects, people are only attracted over the course of their life to one gender 
so that may buy plus orientation. It says here, quote is often not seen as full-fledged and 
something temporary and quote content. Small content, notes biphobia. Yeah, the old make up 
your mind, get off the fence. It's a phase near Minnie. Minnie Minnie Minnie in will today's yada 
yada yada day. I think from Seinfeld, they say, yeah de yada yada. 
 
83% of by plus people would like their sexual orientation to be taken more seriously. Yeah, I'd 
agree with that the buyer Asia during the postal survey here in 2017 is still something that sticks 
in my craw craw not crore to quote get smart. I think it was and I remember where I'm a few 
months after the postal survey a prominent so-called queer leader. In this country said, we 
 
Couldn't tell by stories in the postal survey because it was too complicated. Who's we? And 
who's speaking for whom and why did you were raised by people just forget sake of gays and 
lesbians MMI, the words of Mike Moore from Frontline. And the minister acknowledged that the 
combination of unfamiliarity invisibility and diversity amongst by, people can lead to Prejudice 
and lead to exclusion. Both the straight and lgbtiq plus as it's called in the lens communities, he 
refers to 
 
Research showing that by plus people, feel at home in the by community and also increasingly 
in The Wider. Rainbow communities, that's positive and the minister commits to subsidizing by 
plus Netherlands. So federal state territory governments support your by specific organization 
to, because we know best, no bias, their biases, cute. Anyway, lack of by plus recognition 
affects well-being. There's plenty of research on that. And 
 
The bi plus people face due to this discrimination and visibility and Erasure. This piece says 
research shows, 33% of by plus people are quote psychologically, unhealthy 13% of lesbian 
gay, 11% of straight, lack of recognition. And acknowledgement experience there's problems at 
work. Now, it's sort of facing discrimination and harassment and this research going on in the 
Netherlands, on that little attention to buy Plus in 
 
Shouldn't commit even compared to gay lesbian, they give research on that and the 
Netherlands is the first country to fund an advocacy organization, specifically, for by plus. Yeah, 



there's been some funding declaring my interest to organizations, like bisexual Alliance Victoria 
and Melbourne, bisect Melbourne, bisexual Network here in Victoria in Australia, but not to my 
knowledge ever from the federal federal government, and we'll have to fix that. 
 
So, but there's more needed in terms of content, note domestic, intimate, partner violence, 
which is close to double that of lesbian women and over double, that of heterosexual. Women 
there needs to be more research and by inclusion in school education as well. So this is a really 
good initiative. As I say, State territory Federal government's here, take note follows suit yada. 
Yada yada we needed here and we 
 
It everywhere on planet Earth, all right. It hasn't happened before. That's a very poor segue into 
the next track by Ian Moss. We're going to have a bit of a jam out here and this is Ian Moss with 
a track from the 2017. Re-release of matchbook, the 30th Anniversary Edition where there's a 
lot of tracks on a second CD. Yes, olds hashtag old-school from a concert at the horde and 
Pavilion in 1989 
 
And his ins version of the cultures or track, never before strongly and music, 3, CR 855 am 3 
CR Digital 3, CR dot org dot AU 3 CR and demand out of the pan with Sally. 
 
 
3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org, dot edu and 3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally 
first broadcasting known through one every Sunday afternoon. Thanks for your company and 
we just heard from Ian Moss from the matchbook 30th Anniversary CD with an extra CD. And 
that's from a concert at the Horton Pavilion in 1989. And that was 
 
In some solid version of the cultures will track never before even more song guitar and vocals. 
Danny de Costa on keyboards and vocs in Belton on base, Steve fiercely on drums, Randy 
Bullpen on rhythm guitar and Mark as a party and Mark Williams on Vox and we should credit 
as we do because you don't have a CD, unless it can be put together, audio recording, John be 
remixed. Audio Peter Walker and Ian Moss Mastered by Don Bartley and Benchmark. Mastering 
it all comes together. 
 
We need all of us together in all of the rainbow communities and it was great to see the 
Netherlands do stuff on by Will much closer to my home. Literally during the week, we had 
some good news for the a, the asexual Community. The specifically asexual aromantic and 
agender and that is Tasmania. Hello to anyone. Listening on the Apple, I'll to the south of knob 
and this story published on Monday morning. 
 
By ABC. Hello, Auntie, ABC, quote, Tasmania is the first state to officially recognize those, who 
identify as the headline, says, asexual. Adding the a, to lgbtq+. Well, I have to use the obvious 
101, pun. This is a case that it is done. The schoolyard in Regional Tasmania, could be a 
challenging place for ash McCulloch, you know, that's who heard words that well 
 
Content note lesbo phobia and sex will say, asexual, Ace, phobia dike and frigid as insults and it 
hit hard and then in their 20s, a sexual count Ash came across the term asexual and the 
broader, a spectrum. And it was hard to start with, because there's a huge societal expectation 
about relationships, absolutely. That. We went from all you're going to get married and have 
kids to. Yes, you can be in a domestic hetrosexual, partnership to 
 
K can be a domestic down. There's been partnership to, you can have a married guy that's been 
partnership and we're kind of getting a little somewhere with by. And so, I totally agree with Ash 



there and, you know, sort of bringing a friend to social outings as a significant other was 
important to Ash, having emotional relationships, take greater presidents over sexual attraction. 
And you know, this is what happens when you don't get the visibility. It's a great quote here from 
Ash quote. I thought that in previous 
 
Obvious relationships. It was a problem with the relationship because I wasn't experiencing that 
attraction end quote. Yeah, well, if you're Ace, you're not going to and so, it's how we Society for 
owns relationships of all sorts and Ashley, how does stand-up comedy? Yay for that. I am as a 
one-time stand up, I can appreciate that and says how people at the events that they and they 
do one. Someone came up and we're basically in tears. Thank you for talking about. 
 
Never had the guts to talked about. This is my comedy referring to other comedians that as 
people are dismissed by society. And of course, there's lots of people now, sort of the plus is 
important because non-binary trans people may fit under the tea but not always. So and now 
plus doesn't validate people. Those as says Sam Watchman who lives in the Tasmanian 
Regional town. 
 
Of Latrobe. So, sort of and here's a common one. Sam says that there's a barrier in healthcare 
where a sexual identities are seen as something needing to be fixed. And so, trying to diagnose 
people, rather than accepting this as their own, I do remember this at a conference. I was at 
was five years ago, already, we're after presenting. There was a presenter on a sexual research 
and this was commonplace in healthcare from the qualitative. 
 
Research this, the next presenter gave, so there's more connection now which is great and it 
was accepted pretty quickly by the Tasmanian government which is well done to test because of 
course 1997. They were the last of the eight states and /. Territories in so-called Australia to 
decriminalize, Gay and Lesbian. And now they've left up the ladder. Again of course from a 
transport. If you Tasmania does have the best birth certificate laws of any state or territory, 
although 
 
And has now a bit like, you know, the changing League later after a red, one game of football 
and around Queensland has moved pretty close much up to Second. Overtaking Vic act 
Northern Territory South Australia. Although what those laws are not quite in force yet so great 
work done by lots of Advocates over the years in Tasmania, the late great rods Houston, a 
transwoman Martin Delany and Rodney Croom of course, 
 
Many others. And so this is really welcome. And there's also a follow-up article on this, which I'll 
also put, I'll put both these into the podcast. Links SBS have this since done follow-up. Follow-
up article this morning. So Tasmania. You are, you are awesome. Clap clap, clap clap. Let's 
have some more music. What are we going to do? Let's I'm having a toss up on which track. 
What's going to be Australia? Why not? 
 
Well, then we just went a little further south than Victoria. Let's go south in a way with rose 
tattoo under Southern Stars. Let's rock out. 3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org dot a. You 
3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally 
 
He say nia nia nia Raja Vinnie. Second Autumn celebrating the wondrous music of mastroeni 
Raja on 3 CR every Friday 8 to 9 p.m. 
 
Park is on Myanmar art music and resistance. Join pass, the mic media at blacks Park on 
Wednesday. The 26th of July, for a presentation about art music and resistance since the 



February 20 21 military coup of Myanmar featuring a statement and music from Churchill and 
Myanmar, punk band The Rebel Riot, the photography of 2023 World Press photo Award 
winner Malcolm blah and 
 
Annotation and Q&A with me and Ma photographer. Mako Nang tickets, are on a sliding scale 
via Humanity, X, otherwise, no one turned away. More details are available on the black spark 
event, age focus on Myanmar art, music and resistance. 
 
5:30 p.m. Wednesday the 26th of July at blacks Park hosted by Pastor Mike media a 3 CR 
supporter 
 
3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org dot a. You 3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally 
first broadcasting known through one every Sunday afternoon. Thanks for your company and 
prior to the messages, we heard Rose Tattoo, rock out from a compilation Album, never too 
loud from 1997, which I picked up thanks to discogs, which if you like your 
 
A Time era of Music on those big vinyl CDs in the small metal ones. You can usually find it 
there. Absolutely awesome. Rock out to Rose Tattoo. Hello Angry Anderson & Co Southern 
Stars. Hello, once again, to everyone listening in Tasmania who are further south than 
Melbourne, / Nam. And well, just something that came up at random. It's the copy place. The 
other way from the one where I'm going to 
 
Nick didn't Nick out and get another coffee in a second. Tell you why I need that? No, at random 
on social media back. Robertson, fabulous, joint. Founder of transcend, put up a little meme. 
That says, I need someone to explain to me why it's always. If you can't pay rent, buy fewer, 
lattes and avocado toasts. And not, if you can't pay your employees, a living wage by fewer 
Yachts rockets and spacecraft, explain it to me. Like I'm in kindergarten. Yes, I've got a like that 
that's very 
 
Very cool go back and that's the sort of thinking we need to get back to some Humanity in this 
world. In terms of the that's in the hoop and world. The animal world comes up next on 3 CR 
with freedom of species at 1:00 and then you don't throw me out of the building that easily 
today. As I said, I'll be back at 2 for rotations a tribute to the wonderful Broderick Smith following 
from John Tate's of May 12. 
 
I'm doing another one because we can't get enough of broad. What an absolute Legend as they 
say that he is. And so, yep, back at 2:00 and then clearing the air at three the line up on 3 CR 
for the next few hours. And thus alarm radio show at for 42 hours taking you through the 
afternoon and by then the sun goes down. So yeah, great to see them these things happening 
for by an ace. 
 
Mentioned. Sadly for too long. They have been sort of Left Behind and now we're seeing some 
ketchup and there's been a few bits and pieces lately few rays of light on the transplanted. Still 
obviously very, very tough going with a lot of the negativity in the world but once just thinks the 
pendulums beginning to swing back a little with some court cases in America, stopping least 
temporarily halting 
 
Bands on trans Health Care, those sorts of things. Maybe there's a little bit of a human decency 
Insanity left in the world we can, but hope so. All I can say to people and stuff going at times but 
keep hanging in there and we'll make sure we get through and out of the pan is here. And if you 



ever need it in Australia, Q life, including switchboard on 1, 800 1845 27, and rainbow door. One 
eight hundred seven to nine. 
 
3 6 7 anyway, I'd better get out of here and Mike why for freedom of species finishing up with 
the diverse Australian music. For today is Becky Cole, always, great fun. And if you look for a 
film, a clip of this song on YouTube you'll find she's be tapping. Her hand on the thigh on the 
offbeat which is highly musically skilled in my opinion this tracks a bit of a fun one it's called 
sorry I asked thanks for tuning in to out of the pan. I'm Sally Gardner. 
 
Catch you next week. 
 
 


